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IDEALS IN HALFRINGS1
H. E. STONE
Abstract.
An analogue for halfrings of the Hilbert Basis
Theorem is obtained by a study of the relationship between the
ideals of a halfring and the ideals of its ring of differences. This
technique also results in a characterization of those ideals for which
the factor semiring has no nontrivial semi-isomorphic images.

1. Introduction. Ever since Bourne [3] found it necessary to introduce
the concept of a semi-isomorphism of a semiring, it has been of interest to
determine when semi-isomorphisms must in fact be isomorphisms. Allen
[2] addressed himself to this problem by restricting both the class of ideals
and the class of homomorphisms under consideration. In the case of
semirings which can be embedded into rings, this paper settles the question
without restricting the class of homomorphisms. The basic technique is to
associate with each ideal a family of ring ideals which determine the semiisomorphisms having the given ideal as kernel. This focus of attention on
the influence of the semiring on its extensions also results in an analogue

of the Hilbert Basis Theorem.
A halfring is a triple (H, +,

where (H, +) is a commutative cancellative semigroup with identity (called zero) and (H, •) is a semigroup whose
multiplication distributes over the addition from both sides. A halfring
H generates a ring of differences ft unique up to isomorphism. The
operations of H are extended to subsets in the familiar way. Then a

subsemiring of H is a subset S with OeS, with S+SsS, and with 52sS.
If also SH^S or //SsS or both, then 5 is a left ideal or right ideal or
ideal. As noted in [4], it is not the case that any ideal K of H is the kernel
of a homomorphism; for this it is additionally necessary that h+keK
imply heK for each heH and each ksK. Such ideals have been called
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A-ideals. A subset K of H having this property will be called subtractive
in H; thus the A-ideals are the subtractive ideals. It is the subtractive
ideal which generalizes the notion of ideal in ring theory.
2. Ideals in extension halfrings. Now if S is a subring of H, it is easy
to see that Sn// is a subtractive subsemiring of H. Conversely, if S is a
subtractive subsemiring of H, the subring 5 of H generated by S is such
that Sr\H=S. Moreover, these relations continue to hold if subring and
subtractive subsemiring are replaced by subtractive right ideal, subtractive
left ideal, or subtractive ideal. We summarize these facts in our first
theorem.

Theorem 1. The subtractive subsemirings [right ideals, left ideals,
ideals] of a halfring H are precisely the intersections with H of the subrings
[subtractive right ideals, subtractive left ideals, subtractive ideals] of its ring

of differencesH.
This simple result is of great importance, for it tells us that the ideal
structure of a semiring is determined by that of its ring of differences.
This relationship is not reciprocal, as the following fundamental example
demonstrates.
Example.
Let R be the ring of all functions of the nonnegative integers
N into the rationals, with the pointwise operations. Let C consist of those
functions which are everywhere positive, together with the zero function.

Then C is a subsemiring of R and C=R.
Now each nonzero element of C has a multiplicative inverse, so that C
is a division halfring and thus has no nontrivial ideals. But R is a complete
direct product of a countably infinite family of copies of the rationals.
Hence R does not even satisfy a chain condition on subtractive ideals.
A related problem is to determine the influence of the halfring ideal
structure on other kinds of extensions, polynomial extensions in particular.
A surprising relationship appears between the two kinds of extension, as
the following discussion will show.

A halfring H is called [right, left] unital if H is a ring with [right, left]
identity. The set H[N] of all sequences p :N-+H having only finitely many
nonzero terms, when endowed with the usual termwise addition and convolution product, is the halfring of polynomials over H. For neN, it will
be convenient to denote the coefficient (n)p by pn. It is easily verified that
H[j\] is a subsemiring of H[N] consisting of those polynomials over H

all of whose coefficients lie in H, and that H[N]~ = H[N]. Then H[N] is an
extension of H when the members of H are identified with the constant

polynomials. If//is

[right, left] unital, so is H[N].
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Allen [1] has verified the following analogue of a standard result in
ring theory:
If S is a subsemiring of a halfring H and xeH is such that sx=xsfor each
seS, then the mapping (x):S[N]—>-H given by p(x)=^.nPnx"
for eacn
peS[N\ is a homomorphism.

A halfring is [right, left] Noetherian if it satisfies the maximal condition
on [right, left] sub-tractive ideals. Since it is easily seen that the inverse
image of a subtractive subsemiring is subtractive, a homomorphic image
of a [right, left] Noetherian halfring is [right, left] Noetherian. We are
now ready to prove the following generalization of the Hilbert Basis
Theorem.

Theorem 2.

Let H be a unital halfring. Then H[N] is right Noetherian

if and only if ft is right Noetherian.
Proof.
If ft is right Noetherian, so is ft[N] by the classical Hilbert
theorem in ring theory. Thus H[N] is right Noetherian by Theorem 1.
Conversely, suppose H[N] is right Noetherian. Since H is unital and
—left commutes with each element of H, (—1) is a homomorphism of
H[N] into ft by Allen's result. Since each element of H is of the form

a—b for a, beH, and a—b= [a+bx](— 1), ft is the image of H[N]. Thus
ft is right Noetherian. Q.E.D.
The example now shows that an analogue of the Hilbert Basis Theorem
does not hold for all halfrings. The class for which it does hold will be
called strongly Noetherian—that is, H is strongly Noetherian
Noetherian. Clearly strongly Noetherian implies Noetherian.

if ft is

3. The type of an ideal. The preceding results show the value of a
deeper knowledge of the way in which halfring ideals relate to the ideals
of the ring of differences. As a tool in this investigation we introduce the
concept of ideal type.
Definition.
Let H be a halfring, K a subtractive ideal of H. The
ideal type t{K) of A' is the set of all subtractive ideals / in ft such that
Ir\H=K. If r(K) consists of a single ideal, K is said to be ideal monotypic

in H.
We make similar definitions with ideal replaced by right ideal, left ideal,
or subsemiring. Note that r(K) depends implicitly on H, and that r(H) =
{ft}, so that H is always monotypic in itself. Theorem 1 shows that t(A')
cannot be empty. In what follows we are interested only in ideal type,

which will be called simply type.
Theorem 3. Let H be a halfring, X~ a collection of subtractive ideals of
H, and J a collection of ideals of ft such that (i) le f implies Ier(K) for
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some KeJf and (ii) for each KeJf, r{K)C\.f^0.
Then f) ,fer(f) Jf).
Further, iff is a chain, so is X, and (J ./6t(U Jt~),
Corollary
A. If K is a subtract'we ideal of a half ring H, then -,(K) is
closed under unions of chains and arbitrary intersections, and contains Ras
a least member.

Analogues of these results also hold for the other kinds of type discussed
above.
The type of 0 in the example C consists of all the proper ideals of C;
hence this is an example of an ideal which is not monotypic. It is also
easiiy seen in this example that t(0) is not closed under addition, or even
more important, that many pairs of ideals in t(0) have no upper bound in
t(0). Thus the type of an ideal is in general not a lattice.
The importance of ideal type lies in its relation to the collection of
homomorphic images of the halfring having given kernel. Recall that a
homomorphism t] of a halfring H into another halfring can be uniquely
extended to a homomorphism 7\ of the respective difference rings by the

definition (a—b)Fj=a7^—brjfor each a, beH.
Theorem 4. Let H be a halfring, and let i) be a half ring homomorphism
of H with kernel K. Let rj be the unique extension of rj to H, let Ker fj=L,
and let A be the natural homomorphism of H onto HIL. Then Lst(K) and

HX is isomorphie to Hrj.

Proof. Clearly K^L. If heLC\H, then hr/=lnj = 0, and heK. Thus
LnH=K, and Lgt(K).
Now let 4>= {(xX,xrj):xeH). If xk=yk, then y=x+(h—k) for some
h—keL. Then (h—k)fj=hrj—kt]=0,

and yr]+krj = (y+k)rj=(x+h)i-j—

xr]+hi-j=xrj+kri.
Cancelling ktj gives x-n=yi], so that <pis single-valued.
Clearly <f>
carries Hk onto H-n. Further

(x/. + yX)d>= (x+ y).l<l>
= (x + y)^ = xV + yrj m (xXtf,+ (yXtf,
and
[(xl)(yX)]<!>= (xy)ty = (xy)r) = xrjyri = (xl)<j>{yX)(j>,
so that <f>is a homomorphism. Finally, if (x?>)<f>=(yk)<j>,
then xr\=yi] and
xrj—yrl —(x—y)f^—Q, so that x—yeL and x?.=yX. Hence <f>is indeed an

isomorphism. Q.E.D.
Corollary

A. If K is a subtractits ideal of a halfring H and v:II->-

HjK is the natural homomorphism, then Ker v—R, H\R is isomorphie to

(Ii\K)-, and Hv is isomorphie to Hv=HjK.
Proof.

a+h=b+k.

If a—beKer v, then av=bv, and there are h, keK such that

Then a-b=k-hsR,

so that Ker v^R.
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It is now clear that the halfrings HX of Theorem 4 comprise the semiisomorphic images of H/K. This puts us in a position to determine when
all of these semi-isomorphic images are in fact isomorphic images.

Theorem 5. Let H be a halfring, K a subtractive ideal of H. All of the
halfring images of H under homomorphisms

with kernel K are isomorphic

if and only if K is monotypic in H.
Proof.
Let K be monotypic in H and let rj be a halfring homomorphism on H with kernel K. By Theorem 4, MjK is isomorphic to MjK and
Mr] is isomorphic to Af/Ker rj. But Ker fjeT(K) —{K}, so that M\K and
Af/Ker fj are identical; thus Mr] is isomorphic to MjK.
Conversely, suppose K is not monotypic in H. Then there is an Ler(K)

such that L=>K.Then LlK is a subtractive ideal of HjK such that L\Kr\
HIR={K), and the zero ideal of H/K is not monotypic. But by Theorem
3A and Zorn's Lemma, t(K) contains a maximal element; without loss
of generality, let this be L. Then the zero ideal of H\L is monotypic;
otherwise there is a subtractive ideal /=>L in /?such that I\Lr\H\L = {L),
contradicting the maximality of L in t(K). Hence H\K and H\L cannot

be isomorphic. Q.E.D.
Since the importance of monotypic ideals is now clear, we will introduce
here a class of halfrings very well behaved in this respect. A halfring H
is called semisubtractive if for every a, b&H at least one of the equations
a+x=b or a=b+x has a solution xeH. Clearly this is equivalent to the
condition that H is linearly preordered in the natural preorder of the
additive semigroup.
Theorem
monotypic.

Proof.

6.

In a semisubtractive

halfring, every subtractive

Let A" be a subtractive ideal of a semisubtractive

ideal is

halfring H,

and let Igt(K). Then R^I. Let i—jel with i,jeH. If i+x=j, then ,v=
j—iel; if i=j+x, then x=i—jel. In either case xeIC\H=K. Then /—j=
±xeK, and /£ K. Hence t(K)={K}, and K is monotypic. Q.E.D.
4. Further results on types. Since the type of an ideal is a collection of
ring ideals, it generates a sublattice of the lattice of all ring ideals in the
given difference ring. If A and B are two subtractive ideals, not necessarily
in the same halfring, we will say that t(A) and t(B) are isomorphic if there
is a map of t(A) onto t(B) which extends to a lattice isomorphism of the
lattices generated by t(A) and t(B) respectively. The following mapping
theorem is suggested by the proof of Theorem 5.
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Theorem 7. Let r\ be a iwmomorphism of halfring H onto halfring
H', let K' be a subtractive ideal of H', and let R= r]~l(K'). Then r\ induces a
lattice isomorphism of t(K') onto the subset of t(K) containing Ker r\=I.

Proof.
The map f, :H—>-H'~ induces a lattice isomorphism A of the
lattice of ideals of H containing / onto the lattice of all ideals of H'~.

Let Tet(K), so that TnH—K, and suppose that T~2.1.Then 77=77? is
an ideal of H'~. If xeTfjrMI', there is an heH with x—ht]=hfj, v/hence
Aeralso. Therefore heHnT=R, and x^htjeKtj^K', and TXr\H'^K'.
Since Rc T, K'=Kr)=Krj^ Tr„ so that A"£ TXC\H'. Hence Tker{K').
Conversely, let T er(K'), so that T'r\H'=R',
and let T=fj-1(T').
Then /£ T, If hsTC\H, then hr,^Tfj=T', whence hrj=hfjeT'r\H'—K'
and heK. Therefore TnH<=K. since K^T, Ter(K). It follows that the
map /r1 is the required lattice isomorphism.
Corollary

A.

Q E.D.

If K is monotypic in H, then K' is monotypic in H'.

Corollary
B. Let K and T be subtractive ideals of a halfring H, and let
T. Then t(TIK) in H/K is lattice isomorphic to t(T) in H. In particular,
T is monotypic in H if and only if TjK is monotypic in HjK.

Proof.
Let v: H-*HiK be the natural homomorphism. Then Ker v=K,
and the subset of r(T) containing R is all of t(T). since Rc f. Q.E.D.
Corollary
C. If K is a subtractive ideal of a halfring H such that
HIK is a ring, then K is monotypic in H.

Proof.
If HjR is a ring, it is semisubtraciive, and by Theorem 6 the
zero ideal is monotypic. Then K is monotypic in H by Theorem 7B.

Q.E.D.
We conclude by exploring a relationship between the type of an ideal
and the type of a related ideal in the same halfring. For an ideal A"of a

halfring H, let K* = {xeH:(x+H)nK^

0}. Then K* is a subtractive

ideal of H, called the star of K in H. If A' is subtractive, R* can be characterized as the largest subsemiring of H such that K*jR is a ring.
Theorem

8.

Let R be a subtractive ideal of a halfring H. If Ter(K),

then T+R*~er(R*).

Proof.

First, if Tgt(O), then T+0*er(0*). For 0* is a subring of R,

so that clearly 7+0* is a subtractive ideal of H. If he(T+0*)nH,

then
h = t+r with teT and reO*. But then -/ e0*c//, so that h+(-r)=t€H.
Hence tsTnH={0}, so that /j=re0*. Thus (T+0*)ntfgO*.
Since clearly
0*c(T+0*)nH,
r+0*eT(0*).
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Now the theorem follows by applying this result to HjK and using

Theorem 7B. Q.E.D.
Corollary

A.

If K* is monotypic, so also is K.

Proof. If Ter(0) and 0* is monotypic, then T+0*=0*, so that
r£0*n/7
and T=Tr\H={0}.
Hence 0 is also monotypic. Again the
result follows from H\K by applying Theorem 7B. Q.E.D.
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